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REPORT ON ECA STATISTICAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES
AND WORK PROGRAMME PROPOSALS

Introduction

Most African countries have npted for a policy of centralised economic
planning.

To prepare genuine plans which are coherent integrated systems

and not mere catalogues of operations, it is first essential for countries

to be in" possession of detailed'and accurate statistics.
years,

During recent

progress has "been made in the collection and utilisation of statis'tical

data,-, "but much work remains to -be done before the position can be considered
satisfactory.

2.

■

'

.

'

The first task of the ECA Statistics and Demography Division is to

assist countries in developing their national statistical services.

is done through training,

This

the .establishment of methodology; appropriate-to-

African conditions, and the provision oi direct assistance, in the organisation
of national statistical services and individual projects.

3*

The. second basic function is to utilise available data in providing

a statistical service for the region and the factual background needed'for

the development of economic co-operation between countries.

The work

involves the preparation 01 regional statistical publications,.the compilat
ion and analysis of data for special projects which are often the responsibil
ity of-other-divisions of the secretariat, and the assessment "of economic and
demographic trends and relationships' in the region.

4«

ECA statistical and demographic activities are regarded as a co

operative effort of the countries and the secretariat.

Tne Conference of •■

African Statisticians is responsible for planning the detailed work
programme and countries play a major part in methodological development and

standardisation of statistics by participating in technical meetings.
Exchange of information on national experiences is also an important means
of improving statistics.

E/CN.14/CAS.5/5
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5*

However, ECA.is only one of a number of organisations concerned with

the development of African statistics and their utilisation on an inter
national basis.

The UN Statistical Office has a leading role with respect

to publication of data,
to countries.

development of methodology and statistical assistance

The UN Specialised Agencies have similar responsibilities in

their own fields and there is considerable activity on the part of other
multilateral and bilateral agencies.

The general aim is to achieve co

ordination between the work of EGA and that of other organisations.

6.

The above comments outline the general nature of the ECA statistical

and demographic programme, while, ~Me following notes summarise
and the changes which have

the work done

taken place since the Fourth Conference of

African Statisticians in November I965.
future projects which need to be

They also include proposals for

considered by the Conference.

Organisation of the ECA-Statistics and Demography Division
7-

It is expected that, in I968,

the Statistics and Demography Division

will have 15 professional and 30 general service staff at ECA Headquarters.
A further four professionals are already attached to the Sub-Regional Offices.
Regional advisers are considered elsewhere in this report.

8.

Proposals have been made fcr the re-organisation of the Division in six

sections 'which are

shown "below in comparison with the

New Sections

existing arrangement.
Existing Sections

1.

Statistical Development and Training.

1.

Statistical Development

2.

National Accounts and Financial
Statistics,

2.

Statistical Methodology and
Research.

3.

Demography and Social Statistics.

3-

Demography.

4«

Data Processing and Compilation.

4.

Compilation,

'

Data Processing

and Publications.

5.

Economic and General

6*

Projection Unit.

Statistics,

'

. ,E/CN..;l:4/CAS.5/5
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9* ■.

..The

change

in organisation is

increasing amount
of African
financial

statistics,

The

new

-. ,

essentially a reflection .of,.,.the

of work "being undertake^ on ,the

statistics.

3

sections

to deal

and economic and general

compilation* .and"'analysis
with national

statistics

accounts and

replace

the

existing section concerned with statistical methodology and research.
new unit is being established
social

statistics

are

for projections

being included with

Regional, advisory service

.

and related analysis,

demography.

. :

. _

-

A

and

.

:,-'..;■.'-

"10.'M0f the original team "of five regional'advisers'" in statistics, 'three
now

remain and

they are working in the

fields

of

sample.-surveys and public accounts, statistics.
national- accounts

demographic^ statistics,

The. previous! adviser on

was .transferred; to. the 2CA Headquarters, .staff.* in.August

I966 and;one adviser.on.sample surveys■completed his■assignmentsin-March

1967.
.11.

An additional

to assume

duty in October 1967>

available will
to

regional.adviser on demographic statistics

then be

so that the,four regional posts at present

filled.

be.relinquished as a

result

It should be
of pressure

efforts are

continuing to secure means

probably in

the

12.
the

is expected

field of economic

noted

on

the

that

the

fifth post had

regional.budget,

but

of financing an additional adviser,

statistics.

-

.

In connection with the number of regional"advisory posts'in statistics,
attention

of

the

Conference

is

drawn i-n particular

to

Resolution

174 (VIII) of the Commission which recommends the creation of enough posts
to meet

:13»-

the

requirements

for

assistance.

An inter-regional adviser in demographic statistics" was'appointed in

"February 1967 and-his services are being made available to-Africa-for about
.one.year;

14.

Ihe

*

net

result of the above

. interregional
.at its

original

'■

changes is

expert remains, -the

that,

statistical

'

t"

■" ■ -

■

at least while

advisory service

strength,1 but wi th--considerably-more-emphasis von

■ ■'

the
is'operating
demographic

Page 4

statistics..

This is because

of assistance required in connection with the

1970'programme of population and housing censuses.
15.

One other recent change relates to the duty stations of the statistical

advisers, all of whom now operate from Addis Ababa.
previous system,

It was" found that the

by which some advisers'" were stationed elsewhere in the

region,* eventually led to concentrations of advisory activity and consequently
less efficient operation of the service.
Addis Ababa,

With all the advisers stationed in

it will be easier to organise their programm&s,

their work will

be better co-ordinated, and they will be able to participate more, fully in
the

16.

regional projects for improvement of methodology.

During tbe-period 1 October I965 to 30June 1967, 65 statistical advisory

missions were undertaken.in 21 African countries.

The

distribution of the

assignments according to subjects and sub-regions was as follows:

Subject

Sub-Region
"North

Demographic statistics

" '

Public secctor analysis '"' ":
Sample

surveys

National

accounts

Statistical

training

'

Statistical- programming

.

West

Central

East*

3

4

3

6

16

3

-

5

1

9

1 ;-i

6

4

2

13

"3

-

1

1

5

-

2

2

1

5

-

3

1

8

-

-

2.

10

21

12

18

14- .

65

3

■

- Regional projects and work
involving groups

17.

_

The above figures are incomplete in that they, do not cover all

work carried out by.the advisers.at their duty stations.
the

7

;
1.

of countries

Total

Total

the

On the-other hand,

figures include some assignments undertaken by staff member of the

Statistics and Demography Division.

18.

Perhaps a word should be added, on the question of operating costs of

the advisory service.
involved and,

Travel in; Africa is expensive because of the

as already pointed out,

the regional

distances

budget does not have

e/cn.u/cas.5/5
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sufficient

funds

for all

purposes.

It has

arrange for travel and subsistence
one month to be paid from
countries concerned.
the

movement

Statistical

19-

the

costs

and demographic

and Tanzania,

and the

Morocco.

school

The

the United Nations

the middle
Institute

training facilities

the

restricted

Statistics

operated b.>

because

Ivory Coast Government

of its international

question of the

particularly with respect

Their Report is presented to

Basically,

of professional

training facilities

remedied by

establishment

already operating in Morocco.

staff

while

the

is

similar in nature

suggested

where

requirements

entitled The African Regional

the Conference

notable lack

for the English language group

It was

the Expert Group

to deficien

their recommendations were that

of an institute

located in East Africa,

of

character.

education and

the whole

should be maintained and developed,

and

the

is

gap

that

the

to

should be
that

new institute

between statistical

train

greatest-

supported by a

Statistical

secretariat paper

Training Programme^

I96I-66,

E/CN.14/CAS.5/3) which gives a brief account of the performance of the
various

training projects and the associated administrative arrangements.'

It also reports on action taken during I966 with respect to the proposed
statistical
this

institute in East Africa.

document is

gradual

the

transfer of

is

to examine

in document E/CN.14/CAS.5/2.

The Report

the

Secretary General

existing programme.

facilities

Ghana

an Expert Group was appointed by the

cies in the

the

Ethiopia,

of Statistics and Applied Economics in

statisticians in Africa,

existing projects

established in Africa

level centres in Cameroon,

training of

21.

so far,

of

than

training

statistical

of

In January I966,

ing

of assignments lasting more

UN technical assistance programmes

usually considered with these projects

should be

to

of advisers.

with UN assistance are

of

"been necessary

The "budgetary position has not,

The international

20.

therefore

5

The general picture

continuation of middle level
the projects

and increasing UN activity in

the

concerned

to

emerging frura

training with the

national

field of professional

responsibility,

training.

This

E/CN.14/CAS.5/5
Page 6

change

in*emphasis appears

previous meetings
the

of the

staff requirements

22.

consistent with

Conference

of

A further regional

to be

the

of African

the views

expressed by-

Statisticians and also with

region.

statistical manpower survey has been undertaken and

the results will be presented to the Conference in document E/CN.14/CAS.5/l323^

The notes in

the foregoing paragraphs have dealt with the

African statisticians and it is
their colleagues,

24.

The

the

now

necessary

to consider

training of

the position

of

demographers.

North African Demographic

Centre was

established in the United

Arab Republic in I963 with assistance from UN and the Population Council.
Hie

aim was

to provide a service

for the

countries

of the

North African

Sub-Region and the Middle East and this has been done successfully.
However,
ers

the

for the

whole

geographical

25«

centre was not intended to deal
of Africa and the problem

coverage

A proposal

8till

have

to be

separate

to

introduce

At

the

centres

demography as a

training professional

26.

in this

taken into account.

demographic

time

training of demograph

of achieving more

adequate

bilingual

demographic centre in Africa has

ccnncetion,

cost and organisational

Alternative

for

the

special

English

solutions would be
and

subject in

to organise

French language

the

problems

groups,

two institutes

or

for

statisticians.

of writing

a number of points

the

remains.

to establish a

not been realised and,

with

on the

More up-to-date news will

this paper,

information is

training programme

still awaited on

in statistics and demography.

therefore be included in a'separa'te paper,

Current Activities in Statistical and Demographic Training, E/CK.I4/CAE.5/14.
This document will also give a more complete account of demographic train
ing during

27.

the

last four years.

In the light of the above comments, it is suggested, that the principal

questions which the Conference might wish to discuss are the future of the
middle level

statistical centres,

the development of professional level

e/cn..i4/cas:,5/5
Page 7

'r training- in'-statistics,

and the* need for demographic training facilities

givirig°*bei;ter:geographical -coverage of the region.
28.

,

.--■■!

An'important problem which is relevariV to the whole training programme

is the financing of fellowships.

As countries already know, provision'is

no longer 'm'ade'-for* fellowships .in the ECA regional "budget (although some^'■rnaveubeenl!finariced from savings)1;-'.except in the case of the- Daires-Salaam
^:;centre'1"during; the" period of"-the' present agreement.

-It is therefore necessary

to include as many fellowships^asrrpossible in the national technical
,y^assiiSitance;.programmes_iand to, examine alternative sources of finance,
2"^t'jiJCfjTtiere arreirtwo other-' questions: outstanding; from

■i''Four1;hi-Conference"'6f African "Statis.ticians.

the:procedings

of. the

'Firstly, .the-Conference,

,•

,

requested-'1 the'1 secretariat to< arrange the preparation ^of a syllabus ;f,orf,

l£gh'e'r 4*e'Ve-l sta'ti-stic'al training.,- The- first stage, of .this, work will be
accomplished through co-ordination of the a.cademip programmes; of the, .UN.-(

assisjtedr French, and.English speaking institutes.

The process is likely to

be- gradual because of the somewhat different approaches of the two language
groups;.

Xt;ialso has to be .appreciated .that,

beoause of continuous methodo-

logical.^development, ,a syllabus can never be considered finalised.
3OVrL';iThe secorid-'question relates: .to the:possibility.of -qrg&nising refresher
-courVes-'fof'-Affican-statisticians?, .Resources have not so^far been..

.

- t

r-avai'lable-'-f6r^ the arrangement of general courses- butsome specific
■possi;birities-are'-beginningito emerge, e.g.training in.population;census

organisation^ahd nationals-accounts.

Present, indications are .that training

^coursesTof s'eminars dealingfwi-th specific, subjects may prove-,to be more
useuful-than-projects, of :a more
.::

-jo'- yr<-' .;o'C

National

31.

•

accounts

general .nature.

•

,.,.

.^

r

-

■

National accounts have a place of central importance"in the work o'f the

Statistics"1 and Iteniography division, as indeed they do'in most statistical
officeVbep.^use* of' their 'function'in bringing together-and'co-ordinatina

data of al'i tj^pe's."

A corisi'derabie amount'of work has already'been "~

E/CN.-14/CAS.-5/5
Page 8

■

"

accomplished in-assembling avai-laUe African, figures iru-a .form- suitable.jfor
further analysis and in-storing them on punch .cards.. . S.ome0of0the0basic

,

material has already "been circulated to countries for up-dating and
correction.

32.

.

.

.

_..

t.

.

Inrc6nnection with the- future work.on ec.pnomic-.projections, .an., L ^,.

examination-of available' data is being made, with a view. /to.deyising suitable
means of assessing economic-trends and relationships, ,at-leas,t-with5.respect
to

33.

the

principal-components -of

the-accounts;. ;.. ■„-

. .;

.

■.

.

^;.-ror,;

r

'*Bie development of rae'thodolbgy has continued"a's' an impbf tanV-ac-tivity.

mainly in'relation to the revision of the UN System of National .Accounts^

(SNA)V

A" Korking-Group on National Accounts at Constant-Prices, sponsored

join-tly by the* UN Statistical Office and ECA, met in .Addis, Ababa,fipm^Zl.
to' 28 November 1966 and was attended by. experts from eight African countries*
Prance* and the United Kingdom1.

34'.'

• ■ ■

■.■

*

*-r

-

-

.',.■/-'■' :>t

.:-.ii,,£:-;.^in3

The Group "discussed at 'length* the' 'conceptual1 problems 'and' practical

methods of compiling constant price series, with particular'-reference^ to1
"■ '.c :..■"-■

. ■ ■

'

.

.

- .■

,-. •

-

,

' current practices and conditions in 'the countries of the region.

■ .- - - --.-

'It'■■■-'>

examined the problems encountered"' in collecting data' for intef-re-lated1
;:sys'tems of quantity ;and price indices,.'especially those Rearing on.units
of measurement,'formulae and base period;' and practical-methods, .of .making
allowance for quality changes.

Comments .and.,suggestions,;were ..made • on;jthe

constant'price tables included, in. the-Revised ^NA. . Consideration.wa^ also
given to the data source and'methods of estimation used in^compiling^-.^^

figures on" GDP by industrial origin:and expenditure on^GEP^by type,: in,, .the
light of general conceptual 'considerations and African conditions. r

03ie-

Report of the Group is presented for consideration by the Conference in,

document E/CN.I4/CAS. 5/NAC/24.

'

'

';

35.;. .A further forking Group on National Accounts, whiqh ,will cpnsider^

the adaptation and adoption of the Revised SNA, is scheduled to be held
in Addis Ababa from. 23 to 28 October I967... The principal documents are;

being- prepared by the UN Statistical Office in New York, and the secretariat

E/CN.14/CAS.5/5
Page

will provide a paper on the present

9

status of national accounts statistics

in Africa (document E/CN.I4/CAS.5/NAC/26), for use by both the forking Group
and the Fifth-Conference. ■ This paper will include discussion of methodology
and a survey of the principal data available as a basis for national accounts
estimates in African countries.

Its

object is

to help

in indicating the

major statistical gaps which need to be filled in order that the accuracy of
the

estimates

can be improved.

The Report of the

Working Group will

be

submitted to the Conference in document E/CN.14/CAS.5/NAC/27.
36.

With regard to the future programme of work on national accounts,

perhaps

the main question to be considered by the

application of

a working group

the

Revised SNA in African countries.

revised SNA in African countries

years.

■

topic would be of timely interest

Public

finance

next two

distribution statistics.

to the African countries in connection
development.

statistics

The Statistics and Demography Division have examined the availablity

of public finance data in the
40 countries.
to central
Also,

on the application

The future programme for the development of national accounts

with their plans for economic and social

38.

suggested that

should be held during the

methodology should include a working group on income
This

It is

or seminar or possibly a training course,

of the

37«

Conference is the

For most of

government and,

differences

difficult.

region and have

these

countries,

in some cases,

in presentation of

However,

summaries have

the

compiled series

the

for more than

data available relate

only to part of central

only

government.

accounts make valid comparison

been published in the

Statistical

Bulletin for Africa and further attempts at standard presentation have been

made in A Survey of African Budgetary Statistics, E/CN.I4/BUD/5 and A

Survey-of Eoonomic Conditions in Africa, E/CN.I4/397.

E/CN.14/CAS.5/5
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39*

The work of the

Division on public finance statistics is reported more

fully in the document entitled Public Finance

E/CN.I4/CAS.5/15.

Statistics in Africa,

The paper draws attention to gaps in the statistics and it

is hoped that statistical offices in the various countries will undertake to
send detailed information to ECA regularly-

sheets would be particularly welcome-

Copies of machine

tabluation

In addition, it would be useful to

have information on new and existing country legislation relating to revenues;
expenditures and public indebtedness at r^.2. levels of government.
Demographic and housing statistics

40-

Demographic and. housing statistics are one of the principal

be discussed by the Conference,

topics to

the central point of interest being arrange

ments for the 1970 population and housing census programme.

The notes in

this paper are very brief and simply draw attention to work already completed
and tasks still remaining, which are described more fully in other documents.
41*

The two basic aspects of international action relating to the census

programme

are.the

formulation of recommendations

and the means of organising their collection,
the

42.

on the

data

to be- collected

and assistance in implementing

recommendations.

African census recommendations have been prepared hy two working groups

which undertook the adaptation of the United Nations proposals for the world
programme.

The

report

of the

of African Statisticians,

first was

while

corr.idered by the

Fourth Conference

the Report of the Second Working Group on

Censuses of Population and Housing, E/CN.14/CAS.5/CPH/8 is presented to the
Fifth Conference.

43.

As agreed by the. Working Groups,

their conclusions have been,re-stated

by the secretariat in the documents entitled African Recommendations for the

1970 Population Censuses,. E/CN, 14/CAS. 5/CPH/o- and African Recommendations for

the 1970 Housing Censuses, E/CN.I4/CAS.5/CPH/IO.

If approved by the

E/CN.14/CAS.5/5
Page

Conference,

these recommendations will be distributed to thu countries

of the region aa
44*

Ihe

11

above

a guide

in preparing their censuses.

arrangements

are

described in more

detail

in Preparations

.the 1970 Population and Housing Censuses in Africa, E/CN.I4/CAS.5/6.
paper goes

logy*

it is

on

to point

technical

The

three

the

the

completion of

types

the

the

This

work on methodo

the implementation of African

of activity envisaged in

this

connection

through country experts and regional

or

organisation in I968 or a regional seminar on

of conducting population and housing

setting up national

for

with

assistance provided

inter-regional advisers,
methods

that,

necessary to turn attention to

census projects.
are

out

for

or sub-regional

second two projects are

census

censuses,

and assistance

training centres.

an important

in

Arrangements

consideration in

the work of the

Conference.
45"-

' I" addition

to

the

activities described above,

there

African Seminar on Housing Statistics and Programmes.
in a

series

organised

and statistical

for

offices

the

of the

benefit

various

of participants

regions.

has also been an

This was
from

It was

the

fourth

housing agencies

sponsored by the

Danish Government and the United Nations and was held in Copenhagen from 1

to

16 September I966.
46.

The principal object of the seminar was to examine

of housing programi-ies,
the methods
problems

of

obtaining

arising

to urban areas,
In bringing

the

data.

from more

and

to

statistical

the

requirements

the various aspects

in this

connection

Particular attention was given

rapid population

place

increase

and housing experts,

that each group' achieved a better understanding of

and

to housing

and migratory movements

of housing in national

together statisticians

t

investment programmes.
the

aim was

the work of

the

to ensure

other,

so

that housing might secure an effective place in overall plans for economic
and social

47*

development.

The" participants in the

statisticians

seminar included 16 housing specialists and 15

from 22 African countries.

The

Draft Report will

to the Conference in document E/CN.I4/CAS.5/16.
issued

later in printed form.

be available

The final Report will be

E/CN.14/CAS.5/5
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Demographic analysis

48.

. Most of'the projects undertaken on studies of the demographic

situation in Africa are of a continuing nature.
contributions to economic surveys of the East,

Recent work has included
West and Central African

Sub-Regions.

These.have dealt with-population and its distribution,

urbanisation,

fertility and mortality, and population projections.

50.

The Fourth Conference of African Statisticians requested a number of

special

studies.

Of these,

the

Study on Pilot Inquiries and Post

Enumeration Checks, undertaken in connection with population censuses and
surveys, has been completed and the results are presented in document

E/CN.I4/CAS.5/17.
51.

Also completed is the first issue of the African Directory of

Demographers,

E/CN.I4/CAS.5/8.

supplied in response

information.

This has been compiled from details

to a special ECA inquiry and from other published

204 persons working on African demography have been listed,

together with information on their present and previous positions,
al background,
The

subjects of interest and specialisation,

Directory includes a

education

publications,

etc.

tabulation of the number of demographers by country

of residence and nationality.

52-

A study on the demographic effects of urbanisation is in progress, and

compilation of the results of LLemographic

surveys is proceeding on a regular

basis.

53-

In April I967,

a seminar was organised for past and present trainees

of the North African Demographic Centre.
follow-up operation to evaluate
training and to give guidance
in their own countries.
by the ex-trainees.

This was intended mainly.as a

the use that had been made, of previous

to graduates on technical problems encountered

The discussion was based on working papers prepared

age

54», ■

4
13

Future demographic activities need to "be considered in the light of the

expanded United Nations population programme,

Assembly at-its 21st session.

proposed "by the

General

There is need for an intensification of the

present s.tudies and a careful .evaluation of available basic

data,

together

with the development of means, of .using 'defective or limited data in estimating

demographic parameters.

It is estimated that Africa has .the highest levels

of fertility and mortality in the world and it is clearly important that the
social 'and economic factors associated with this situation should be

investigated.

Perhaps the problem of greatest urgency is the very rapid

growth of the urban population of Africa which, as indicated above,

is already

under examination.

55-

A project outstanding from the last meeting of the. Conference is a

study on age reporting in Africa which will
staff--si.tuation -permits.

56.

-

.

be implemented as soon as
-

the

*

The secretariat will prepare African material for the inter-regional

seminar to be held in Moscow in I968 on the application of demographic
statistics and studies in development planning.

Conference,
57*

As suggested by the Fourth

this could be followed by an African seminar on the same subject.

Looking further into the future, it. is necessary to consider the

demographic'situation which w"il"l "emerge after the majority of African
countries have analysed the censuses undertaken during the 1970 programme.

Early in the next decade,

there will be fairly accurate assessments of

population growth rates and characteristics in

the region.

Some problems

needing urgent attention are likely to emerge and it is therefore suggested
that countries should begin to think in terms of an African Population
Conference.

.

•

Labour statistics

58.

The Second African Seminar on Labour Statistics, sponsored jointly by

ILO and EGA, was held in Dakar for French speaking participants from 11 to

29 April 1967, and in Addis Ababa for the English language group from 8 to
27 May.

The seminar dealt with urban family living studies,

with particular
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emphasis on urban household budget inquiries and consumer price indices.

It was conducted as an intensive training course with examples, solution
of problems and field exercises.

Participants were persons having .

responsibility for parctical work in the fields concerned.

The Report on

the Seminar, is presented in document E/CN.14/CAS.5/LS/18 .
Industrial statistics

59-

Since the last meeting of the Conference, efforts have continued to

compile and utilise African industrial statistics.

Some of this work has

been associated with projects of other divisions of the secretariat, but
more recently the aim has been to centralise available material in a punch

card archive.

In this form it is reasonably accessible, both for preparing

tabulations and for further analysis.

60.

The first issue of Yearly Statistics of Industrial Production was

published in Kay I967 and contains volume of production figures for the
principal African commodities in the fields of mining and manufacturing.

It is intended that this document should appear regularly in the future and
it is hoped that national statistical offices will co-operate by providing
up-to-date

61.

figures.

A document entitled Status of Annual Industrial Inquiries in Africa,

E/CN.14/CA3.5/iS has also been prepared by the secretariat.

Its purpose

is firstly to show the existing availability of data from annual inquiries
and secondly to provide a basis for discussing future arrangements to
harmonise the collection and publication of industrial statistics at
national

62.

level.

The Second Working Group of Experts on Industrial Statistics met

in Addis Ababa from 12 to 17 December 1966 under the joint sponsorship of
the UN Statistical Office and ECA.

Among the principal questions examined"

were the means of organising integrated systems oi industrial

statistics in

e/cn.h/cas.5/5
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African countries,

data

to be collected in annual and more frequent inquiries,

and the possibility of extending the use of industrial production indices.

63-

The Heport of the Working Group is given in document E/CN.I4/CAS.5/STAT/8,

In addition,

a revised version of a synoptic

of published African statistics in the
has been prepared as an annex to

64..

the

table

showing the availability

field of mining and manufacturing

Report.

The Working Group recommended the

organisation of a seminar to assist

countries in developing their annual industrial inquiries.

Such a seminar

could help to improve the comparability of published data as well as methods
of collection.

It could also give

industrial production indices
Data

processing

65.

As

requested by the

some guidance

on means of establishing

of a reasonably well standardised nature.

last meeting of the Conference,

the

results of an

inquiry concerning data processing equipment have been circulated in A

Survey of African Statistical Data Processing Facilities, E/CN.I4/CAS.5/1.
The survey was conducted in I965 and may not give a very good indication of
the

current

situation.

66.

,It will be noted that

.document to the

there are a number of references in the present

establishment of an African data archive in which informat

ion is recorded on punch cards.
work load of the
possesses

67.,

This is resulting in an increase in the

Data Processing Unit at ECA Headquarters.

only mechanical

The Unit

equipment which is now obsolete.

Because of the nature and capacity of the equipment,

it has not been

possible to organise training facilities for analysts and programmers who
are now needed in considerable, numbers by African countries,

and only a

limited amount of processing has been undertaken for individual

68..

Both the

countries.

Third and Fourth Conference of African Statisticians were in

favour of replacing the existing ECA equipment by a small computer.

This

E/CN.14/CAS.5/5
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matter has been investigated in detail with the assistance of the UN
Statistical Office'and the optimal characteristics of the machine required
have "been ascertained.
Assistance

69* ■

However,

to other divisions

of

the problem of financing- still remains.
the

secretariat

.

■ -

One of the functions of the Statistics and !Demography W. vision is to

provide a statistical service for other divisions of the secretariat.

This

work has been facilitated by the transfer of data to punch cards, but the
amount and quality of the information available from the countries is not
yet satisfactory for the implementation of EGA projects.

70.

In addition,

the Division has provided material for the first issue

of .an annual economic survey of Africa and has undertaken the preparation of
a number of the chapters in draft form.
in respect

of

sub-regional

Sampling methods and sample

Similar assistance has been given

surveys.

- ...

surveys

.71.. Sample surveys, particularly those involving the. .collection of

information from households, have become an increasingly important part of
the work of African statistical offices during the last few years and there
have been significant improvements in methodology.

The regional advisory

service has been contributing continuously to this work.

However, the'last

ECA project which provided the opportunity for an overall assessment of the

status of sample surveys in' the region was"the Working Group of Consultants

on Household Surveys which met in Addis Ababa in December I96I.
72.

It is now time to review the situation once again and to consider the

more technical aspects of surveys.

It has been proposed.that a seminar on

sampling methods and sample surveys in Africa should.be organised during

1968.-

This project would cover the technical and practical aspects of.

sampling applications in the principal fields of African statistics.

73;

As a background to the discussion of the Conference on arrangements

fcr this seminar and on future work to be undertaken in developing the use

*/CN.14/CAS.5/5
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of sample surveys in the region,

17

a secretariat paper on Activities in

Africa on the Development of Sampling Methods and, Sample Surveys,'

E/CN,14/aPS*5/2O will "be submitted for the consideration of the Conference.
This is supported "by the document entitled' Household Budget Surveys in

Africa, E/C5r.l4/CAS?5/L3,,17 which provided a summary of the inquiries
undertaken during recent years in this particular-field for the benefitof the labour statistics seminar.
74-

ECA has an outstanding commitment to produce a paper on the

application of household surveys .under African conditions and it may be
anticipated that V:v^ ro'^uii'/cjiont-t; i-n' this connection will be largely
covered by the documentation for the proposed seminar on sample

surveys.

Work in other statistical.fields,
Statistical dovo3.opir.ont

75. The document Statistical Development in Africa, E/CN,14/CAS.4/DEV,l/Rev.1,
which was not ready in "both languages at the time of the Fourth

Conference of African Statisticians has been circulated for any further
comments which countries may wish to make.

as indicated elsewhere in -jhis paper,

As previously planned and

work is now proceeding on the

basis of more dot^Acd drvo.lop:;.c--t of methodology in individual fields.
Agriculture

76.

The secretariat has been attempting to-assemble a complete record of

the principal African agricultural statistics from 1950 onwards.

As in the

oase of other subjects, punch cards are the method of storage and the aim

is to keep the records continuously up-to-date.

Reasonably accurate data

are needed for ragicnal and sub-rogional studies o.f various kinds ,'• such
as annual assessments of agricultural progress in the region, studies of

agricultural commodity prices at various levels, and the construction
of sub-regional indices of production.

77«

However, considerable difficulties are being experienced in this

work.'In many cases, countries have not yet organised adequate systems for the
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collection of essential data and it seems doubtful whether the information
that is available is fully reported to FAO. .

Further,

there is often a.time

lag of, up to three years between the collection of statistics in the field
and their arrival at ECA Headquarters.

It is difficult

to assess

the

accuracy of much of the available data and their utility for further:analysis is

78.

therefore limited.

Some idea of the present position may "be obtained from the synoptic

table included in the document entitled Availability of African Statistics

in selected fields (Agriculture, Demography, Education and Transport),

E/CN.I4/CAS..5/I9.

This-table gives a brief description of agricultural

censuses and sample surveys undertaken during the last five years.

79*

Eie suggestions of the Conference with respect to the problem's of--

coverage,

timeliness and accuracy of data would be most welcome.

be remembered that agriculture is
Distribution.

80.
group

It has

to

the principal African industry.

...

The Conference previously recommended the organisation of a working
to- consider

the

status and improvement

It has not yet been possible

of distribution statistics.

to arrange such a meeting,

has undertaken a preliminary investigation of
current

developments in

this

field.

Ike

but the

secretariat

the availability of data

results are

and

summarised in

Distribution Statistics in Africa, E/CN.I4/CAS.5/7.
81.

Views of the Conference on further action to be taken would be

appreciated.

In

be considered is

this

the

connection,

importance

perhaps

one

of data on the

the distribution industry,

as compared with

statistics at all

Ihe

levels.

of

present

the

the principal

-

questions

structure and operations
development

to

of

of better price

situation concerning prices at retail

level is summarised in Consumer Price Indices in Africa, E/CN.I4/CAS.5/LS/16.
Education

82.

Education is another field in which work has been proceeding on the
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compilation of available African data. A. notable factor which becomes"
apparent from an,examination of the enrolment figures for-educational

institutions is the very high degree of wastage.

The efficient use of

training facilities is of great importance to the success of African

development efforts and the Conference may wish to consider means of securing
data which would throw light on current problems.

A brief indication of the

availability of data on education is given in a synoptic table included in
document E/CN.I4/CAS.5/19.
Transport

83.

Ike essential elements of the published .data on African transport, have

now been included in the punch[ card archive discussed in earlier paragraphs.
This work hasrevealeda lack of uniformity in the material and gaps, in, the
information collected.

84.

Document E/CN.I4/CAS.5/19" includes a summary of. the transport data

actually published as well as the series recommended by the United Nations

(Statistical Papers, Series M,.No. 8).

It would appear that the principal

difficulties of collection relate.to annual, series of most types,and to
data on sea

85.

transport.

Bearing in mind the contribution which improved transport facilities

would make to African development, the Conference may wish to.consider the
desirability of organising a working group aimed at improving and
standardising statistics in this field.
Health

86.

The Fourth Conference recommended that WHO and ECA should organise

a regional seminar to assist the development of health statistics in"Africa.

. Obis subject has possibly been somewhat neglected in most countries.-

•

Discussions with WHO indicate that the project-could be implemented' in H969.
Trade and balance of payments

87.

"

Publication of African Trade Statistics. (Series A;

•..■■-..

Direction of Trade

E/CN.14/CAS-. 5/5
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;

and. Series-B:.
addition,

efforts.have "been made

studies, on the

88,

Trade by Commodity) has continued on a regular "basis.

trade

of the

In

to compile more comprehensive data for

region.

■

"

Collection of balance of payments information has also continued and,

in this

connection,

that

further consideration should

be given to standardisation of definitions*

Truly comparable balance of

payments

data

it

seems important

for African countries

would be a

significant

a better understanding of development problems in

contribution to

the continent.

Publications

89«

' Reference has already been made in the foregoing notes to ECA

statistical publications

dealing' with specific

therefore

concerned only with those

90.

first issue

the

dhe

of the

This section is

of a more general nature.

Statistical Bulletin for Africa appeared at

time of the Fourth Conference

issue

subjects.

was published early in I967.

of' African Statisticians.

The

Both were prepared by manual

second
compilation

of African data derived from international and national publications and
other material'made available
that

to the secretarial.

In future,

the gradual accumulation of data on punch cards will

production

91.

of at least

basic- tables-

enable

■

the

routine
'

Plans' for the production of ah African" Statistical

consideration;.
of the

the

it is hoped

Yearbook are under

'This'document will probably take over most of the functions

existing Statistical Bulletin with respect to annual

data.

The

Bulletin can then be used as a means of circulating up-to-date figures and
other information

92.

of interest at more

Publication-of the

frequent intervals.

Statistical Newsletter during recent months has

unfortunately not been maintained at the previous frequency.
.partly;to ECA ■staff changes,

the re-organisation of the document along more

technical lines and some delay in reproduction..
on recent

This is due

issues would be welcome.

The views of the Conference
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% a

•

•

93.
\

A new Bibliography of African Statistical Publications, E/CN.I4/LIB/

SER.C/2 has been issued.
some

consideration,

Means of keeping this document up-to-date require

particularly in view

statistical publications in the

region.

of

the

increasing number of

